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1. Start Welcoming
Continue to welcome each guest into your home by greeting them at the door. Make

sure they know where to place their food contribution!

2. Start Talking
Continue making connections! Also, what have your members mentioned in the

previous weeks? People know they are loved when we remember things about them!

Ask them how their family is doing, their job, or any other important information they

shared!

3. Start Listening
Make sure to put a timer on your time eating together so that you have enough
time to go over the content.

Finding that you’re running out of time? Jump into the questions early and have your

members bring their food with them to start a discussion.

At this point, gather around and start listening to this week's podcast!



4. Start Thinking/Sharing
Start going over the content questions after the podcast. Give your group the option to

open the questions right from the bible app to follow along, and stream from any device!

1. Is there a time when you or someone you know took a leap of faith and listened

to God? (Tithe, came to church every Sunday, forgave, fled from a worldly desire,

etc.) Share the outcome of that experience.

2. Share any instance from your own experience when you felt specifically

protected by God as a result of having acted in faith?

3. Have you, in any way, allowed your feelings to override your commitment to

obey? If you’re hesitant in moving forward in obedience, why?

4. Sometimes we’re so distracted with putting out the flames that we don't identify

the enemy's attack. How have you noticed the enemy creeping in and blindsiding

you in areas of your life?

5. Start Praying
Leave about 10 min at the end of the group to pray together. Ask if anyone needs

specific prayer, while still keeping everyone feeling comfortable. Don’t force anyone to

pray or give something to pray about, don’t make everyone hold hands, etc. We know

that praying in group settings can be overwhelming, but just allow God to work through

you!

Here are some examples of things to pray about…

a. Continue praying for those situations in people’s lives that you’re talking about in

discussion time.

b. THANK GOD for what He is doing so far in people’s lives & the group.

c. Pray specifically for anything that people ask.

d. Pray over the week ahead.

e. Pray over the mission of JRNY Church.


